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#HEALTH
#ACCESSIBILITY
#ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
#METAVERSE
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INTRODUCTION

DISCLAIMER

We are a group of people who believe and plan online 3D virtual environments.
We are here to create a metaverse in a health space to let people enjoy and collect 
coins!

MetaDoctor is a blockchain technology that allows you to meet with your doctor live 
wherever you are in the world and provides answers to many questions with the 
fully developed MetaDoctor assistant.

Imagine a real doctor who will instantly access the information you allow and listen 
to you in front of you! Wherever you are in the world, it will prepare your treatment 
methods and prescription online.

In addition, with the MetaDoctor Artificial Intelligence Assistant, which is constantly 
improving, you will be able to find the most suitable solution for your disease with-
out reaching a doctor.

MetaDoctor ($MEDOC) is a decentralized BEP-20 Crypto Currency token.  $MEDOC 
token rewards loyalty, which is why 3% of all transactions go to their holders. Such a 
hight percentage is crazy, but we want to support the holders of these tokens.

www.metadoctorcoin.com

MetaDoctor, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“MEDOC”) as presented in this conceptu-
al paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this 
Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any e�ective or legal meaning of the same terms in a 
regulated and/or financial environment. MetaDoctor is a community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, market-
ers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The MetaDoctor smart contracts are open-source, security 
audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The MetaDoctor token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be con-
sidered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. MetaDoctor is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed 
stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an 
invitation, solicitation or ofter to invest in MetaDoctor or acquire or use MetaDoctor tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. 
Any user of MetaDoctor represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice 
before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of MetaDoctor (including the 
MetaDoctor token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of 
blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or inteface, including MetaDoctor, and further disavows any claim of any kind 
against any community member directly or indirectly involved with MetaDoctor, for any damage su�ered, including total loss. MetaDoctor makes 
a credit card interface available on  its website solely for the users’ convenience. 
 



WHERE TO USE?

www.metadoctorcoin.com

Ask your doctor any question you want from any-
where in the world 24/7 remotely.

Meta-Doctor
Aspernatur sit adipisci quaerat 

unde at neque Redug Lagre 
dolor sit amet consectetu. 

Agencies to define their new 
business objectives and then 

create

Meta-Dietician
Aspernatur sit adipisci quaerat 

unde at neque Redug Lagre 
dolor sit amet consectetu. 

Agencies to define their new 
business objectives and then 

create
Meta-Psychologist

Aspernatur sit adipisci quaerat 
unde at neque Redug Lagre 
dolor sit amet consectetu. 

Agencies to define their new 
business objectives and then 

create
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METADOCTOR ASSISTANT
MetaDoctor Assistant will be your closest assistant before 
your doctor with its completely artificial intelligence-based 
disease definition structure.



TOKENOMICS
Dev Fee

%1

Liqudity
%2

Reward
%3

Marketing
%5

www.metadoctorcoin.com
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TOKEN NAME
METADOCTOR

TOKEN SYMBOL
$MEDOC

TOTAL SUPPLY
1,000,000,000,000

PLATFORM
Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

CONTRACT ADDRESS
0x25815d4b4e40b30039f10a4ced43a98ab8176e63



ROADMAP
INFOGRAPHIC

MetaDoctor Live
Making MetaDoctor Hospital 
Agreements
Redesign Website
Listing on many more Release 
exchanges
NFT market place
Heavy Marketing

PHASE 4

It will be announced soon.

PHASE 5

MetaDoctor Demo Release
Demonstrating MetaDoctor to 
real doctors
Introducing MetaDoctor to hospi-
tals.
Advertising campaigns
MetaDoctor Swap Development
BSC info update

PHASE 3

MetaDoctor Completion of 
Metaverse Design
CoinGecko Listing
CoinMarketCap Listing
Influencers Marketing
Integration of MetaDoctor on 
blockchain
Press Release

PHASE 2

Smart Contract Development
Launch on PancakeSwap
Website Launch
Airdrop
Social Media accounts creation
Whitepaper released
Community Contests

PHASE 1



Be Part Of Our Community
Website
Telegram
Twitter
Github

: https://www.metadoctorcoin.com
: https://t.me/metadoctorcoin
: https://www.twitter.com/metadoctorcoin
: https://www.github.com/metadoctorcoin


